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Accessories mounted on drywall need to be firmly anchored or they will eventually loosen. 

1. Position the accessory at the desired height and then use an electronic stud finder to 
locate studs in the area.
If installation on a stud(s) is not possible, install drywall plug(s) for mounting brackets. 
If possible, position the accessory so at least one mounting screw can go into a stud.

2. Trace the accessory mounting hole(s) onto the wall.

3. Measure the centre to centre distance to second bracket. Use a level to confirm the plane 
between both brackets. 

4. Trace the mounting hole(s). 

5. Drill or punch appropriate-sized holes for either screws/bolts or wall plugs.

When template provided, print on legal paper size (8½ x 14) and DO NOT SCALE.
Print settings include PRINT ACTUAL SIZE.

Tools required: stud finder, pencil, tape measure, level, drill (6mm bit), 10mm ratchet or key wrench

Paper Size: 8.5” x 14” (Legal)

Anchoring for Additional Support
Please note that some accessories in the 
LaLOO offering specifically require 
support backing.
Install a 2x4 brace (or a 2x6 brace for 
grab bar installation) between studs 
at the predetermined desired height 
of the accessory.

Anchoring in Tile
Use tubular plastic anchors (not provided) to hold 
accessories firmly in place when installing into tile 
affixed to concrete backer board. 
Use a carbide glass/ tile bit to drill pilot holds. 
Tap in the anchors and fasten the mounting bracket 
with screws.
(Use tapered anchors for tile installed on drywall.)


